Leadership II

TOPIC 1

Requirements for a military professional, commander (NNEC concept, psychophysical and mental condition)
Contents:
• NNEC concept and security environment development trends.
• Capabilities required of military professionals for performing actions in security environment.
• Cognitive domain, psychophysical and mental condition.
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Principles underlying the NNEC concept and security environment development

• high level of complexity of system relationships and situational framework;

• high level of dynamism of development processes and change;

• permanent change from the point of view of:
  . transformation of goal in the process of attainment;
  . movement (fluctuation) of the center of command and decision, responsibilities and competencies in attaining the goal, task fulfillment.

• asymmetry and non-linearity;

• synergy and synchronicity of processes, actions, functions and relationships with respect to quality of power and effectiveness of its use.
Areas of change in NEC environment

Change in thought and action of humans and human systems

Organizational change
Floating polycentric model of management

A – situation of issuing order, coordination of feedback, coordination of relationships and functions

B – situation of transfer

C – situation of task fulfillment, aiming and firing
Nature of security environment changes

- Proactivity
- Holistic and organismic conception